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Concepts
Race: A group of common origin with common genetic
characteristics.
Racialism: Belief that race is important in determining human
behaviour.
Racism: Self-identification with race and hostility to other races.
Ethnicity: Common consciousness of shared origins and traditions.
I Cultural and not biological
I From ethos meaning tribe or nation
I Ethnic identity is often linked to national, linguistic and
religious identity though not in any consistent manner.
Tend to be concerned with ethnicity rather than race, since
I Most social science hypotheses are not racial even if we do use
the term race casually to distinguish between people on the
basis of colour.
I Whilst measurement of ethnicity is on the basis of
self-identification, measurement of race is clearly problematic.

Social Identity Theory
Very roughly . . .
I People form groups (note Fukuyama on chimps)
I Groups have boundaries (in-groups and out-groups)
I People form psychological attachments to groups they are
members of
I The strength and importance of those attachments can vary
for many different reasons
I Typically people emphasise identities they like
I Strength of identity with a group can be affected by external
influences and sometimes manipulated

I (Strength of) identity affects behaviour and attitudes
I Typically people trust in-groups more than out-groups and
conform to in-group norms (see Habyarimana et al APSR 2007)
I This can make co-operation between groups difficult

I These processes play themselves out in many different ways
with respect to class, gender, nation, religion, party, ethnicity
etc.

Measurement
1991 UK Census measure was . . .
I White
I Black
I Caribbean
I African
I Other

I
I
I
I
I
I

Indian
Pakistani
Bangladeshi
Chinese
Other Asian
Other-Other

Problems with this include . . .
I White is not an ethnic group; need to distinguish between Irish
and British
I Major divisions within Indian e.g. Tamils, East Africans, Sikhs
I Self-identification of second generation people of Caribbean
origin frequenty Black-British, not Black-Carribean

2011 and 2021 Census question

Consultation for the 2021 Census

“From across the consultation responses specific requests for
additional options within the ethnicity question included;
Anglo-Irish, Cornish, Cypriot, Eastern European, English, Gypsy,
Irish Traveller, Jewish, Kashmiri, Latin American, Orthodox
Jewish, Roma, Sikh, Somali, Turkish, Western European, White
Cornish, White European and Yemeni. Some respondents also
advocated allowing respondents to tick multiple categories and
removal of the use of colour terminology.”
https://www.ons.gov.uk/census/
censustransformationprogramme/consultations/
the2021censusinitialviewoncontentforenglandandwales

Northern Ireland. In 2019 about 14.4% of the UK population was from an ethnic
minority background, ranging from 2.2% in Northern Ireland to 16.1% in England, as set
out in the table below.

Population by ethnic group, UK 2019
Total population
England

Wales

England Scotland Northern
& Wales

White
All ethnic minority groups
Total
Ethnic minority breakdown:
Mixed/Multiple ethnic groups
Asian / Asian British
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British
Any other ethnic group
Total

UK

Ireland

83.9%
16.1%

94.1%
5.9%

84.4%
15.6%

94.6%
5.4%

97.8%
2.2%

85.6%
14.4%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

1.9%
8.4%
3.8%
2.0%
16.1%

1.0%
2.8%
1.2%
1.0%
5.9%

1.9%
8.1%
3.7%
1.9%
15.6%

0.7%
2.6%
1.1%
1.0%
5.4%

..
..
..
..
0.0%

1.7%
7.5%
3.4%
1.8%
14.4%

Source: Annual Population Survey, Jan 2019 - Dec 2019 dataset
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2020 background has risen in recent years,
and so has the representation of ethnic minorities in political and public positions.
However, in most cases, the proportion of people from ethnic minority backgrounds in
such positions is lower than in the population as a whole – and often markedly so. The
exceptions are the NHS and social work sector.

clear that large income gaps have proven persistent.

Figure 2: Differences in typical household incomes by ethnicity are longstanding but not immutable
Median equivalised disposable income before housing costs (2016-17 prices), two year average
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Specifically, from the 18 categories in Figure 1, we exclude the various “any other” and “mixed” categories and the Chinese

US racial wage gaps cannot be explained by gender,
education, or full-part-time work

There is also research from other developed societies showing that
ethnic minorities face an ‘ethnic penalty’ in the labour market, both
in the chances of getting a job and in wages (e.g. Heath et al.) . . .

Discrimination against ethnic minority job applicants in
Britain has not improved much

Call back ratios from field experiments
Source: Heath et al. Social Progress in Britain

Unemployment typically higher among immigrants

Source: Dancygier and Laitin, AnRevPolSci, 2014

The al
Ethnic
Minority Agenda(s)
Ethnic Agendas in Britain: Heath et
2013
Table 4.3. Attitudes to minority opportunities and afﬁrmative action by ethnic group
Percentage favouring the ‘progressive’ side of the debate (cell percentages)
Ethnic background

Improve opportunities
for minorities

Give priority to minorities

N

20
65
71
70
74
75
62
70
!51

1
26
28
37
20
36
25
28
!27

2761
586
665
271
603
530
80
2775

White British
Indian
Pakistani
Bangladeshi
Black Caribbean
Black African
Mixed white/black
All ethnic minorities
Majority/minority difference

Notes: For the scale item on improving opportunities, the percentage gives those who place themselves to the left of the
mid-point. For the item on giving priority, it is the percentage who agree or agree strongly with the statement. Figures in
bold are ones where there is a signiﬁcant difference from the white British percentage. Chi2 for improving opportunities =
1543.2, for giving priority = 1010.9, 6 df, p < 0.001 for both analyses.
Sources: BES 2010, EMBES 2010, weighted data

but in every case the overwhelming majority of all groups support
I groups,
Discrimination
provides a basis for politicisation of ethnicity in
improved opportunities. Here, moreover, it is clear that minorities are on the
Britain
and
elsewhere
opposite side of the argument from the majority group
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I Also distinct ethnic agenda on foreign policy, anti-terror,
and
yourself, so we asked a more difﬁcult question on afﬁrmative action policies:

ethno-religious cultural protection

Ethnic Agendas and Intersectionality in the US

Source: Yildirim (BJPS, 2021)

Ethnic Agendas depend on priming: McCauley, APSR 2014
I
I Ethnic, religious, national and linguistic divisions often all seen
as ethnic identities, but they can be associated with different
policy preferences
I In Ghana and Cote d’Ivoire ethnic priming leads to preferences
for local goods, while religious (Muslim vs Christian) priming
leads to preferences for high moral standards
I McCauley supposes this is because ethnic groups are more
geographically bounded in these countries
I Beiser-McGrath et al (BJPS, 2021) show that geographical
boundedness does matter:
I “government co-ethnics are in the majority, public goods
benefit all locals regardless of their ethnic identity. Outside of
these strongholds, incumbents pursue discriminatory strategies
and only their co-ethnics gain from favoritism. . . . implications
in the local incidence of infant mortality.”
I based on data from 22 sub-Saharan African countries from
1960-2013.

Ethnic Agendas depend on priming: McCauley, APSR 2014
II

Coexistence of Ethnic Groups
Segregation
I Groups live apart, either by minority choice or majority
imposition.
Assimilation
I Disappearance of cultural and other distinctions and
restrictions of movement and marriage between ethnic groups
I Segregated Assimilation: Minorities may be assimilated, but
not equally into all sections of society (Portes, Economic
Sociology of Immigration, 1995)
e.g. to middle-class or to under-class

Integration
I Occurs when all barriers to full participation in a society have
been dismantled (Kymlicka 1995)
I Integration may happen faster in certain spheres
(public/private)
I Multiculturalism: diversity of groups which are expected to
remain culturally distinct and differences may even be
supported by the state.
Multiculturalism, assimilation and segregation have all been held as
normative ideals.

higher than the white British ones. This contrasts with the increasing level of
political knowledge, where the ﬁrst-generation ﬁgures had been lower than

Political Integration of EM in Britain: Heath et al 2013
Table 3.3. Generational differences in political orientations and knowledge
Cell percentages
Ethnic minorities
1st
generation
Agree every citizen’s duty
to vote
Disagree family/friends
think voting waste of
time
Interested in homeland
politics
Interested in British politics
Knowledge of British
politics (mean scores)
N

White British

Quasiparents

1.5
generation

2nd +
generation

92

90

88

81

78

66

78

75

70

68

70

67

35

24

19

10

38
2.5

36
2.5

41
2.7

37
2.7

1313

332

449

997

All

Age 18–45

–

–

41
2.9

33
3.0

2761

1021

Notes: The percentages are for ‘agree’ or ‘strongly agree’ about duty to vote, ‘disagree’ or ‘disagree strongly’ for norms of
voting, ‘a great deal’ or ‘quite a lot’ of interest in homeland and British politics. Quasi-parents deﬁned as respondents
born abroad who were aged ﬁfty-ﬁve or over in 2010 and had been resident in Britain for twenty-ﬁve years or more. For
columns 1 to 3, ﬁgures in bold are signiﬁcantly higher than the overall ethnic minority expectation. Chi2 (duty) = 67.4,
p < 0.001; (family/friends) = 48.2, p < 0.001; (interest in homeland) = 146.3, p < 0.001; (interest in British politics) = 5.9,
p > 0.05 (all with 2 df).
Sources: BES 2010, EMBES 2010, weighted data
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I Democratic norms stronger among 1st generation
I Knowledge stronger among 2+ generation

European Immigration (Crouch, 1999) I

Few European countries had any sizeable immigrant minority in
1950s.
In 1950s and 1960s migrants were temporary single men and with
(near) full employment in the host country, the arrangement was
clearly mutually beneficial.
By 1970s, high unemployment and increasing presence of migrant
families led to demand for greater restrictions on immigration.

European Immigration (Crouch, 1999) II
Three kinds of immigration
1. European periphery to core, e.g. Irish to UK, Italians and
Spanish to Germany, Portuguese to France
2. Colonial: e.g. from Caribbean and S Asia to UK, N Africa and
Indochina to France, SE Asia and Caribbean to NL
3. (Other) Labour migration e.g. from Turkey to Germany and
Austria
Different policy issues depending on varying conception of
citizenship.
I Britain: inclusive imperial concept
I France: by birth in France (jus solis)
I Germany: by parentage (jus sanguinis)

European Immigration (Crouch, 1999) III

Ethnicity and Protest Participation in US
I Despite recent waves of Black Lives Matter and related protest,
historically and on average ethnic minorities have been less likely to
participate in protest politics in US and elsewhere.
I This is partly due to these groups having less of the resources etc.
that facilitate participation generally.
I As well as grievances relating to discrimination and police, important
historical and contemporary contests over citizenship and voting
rights
I For Blacks most notably the Civil Rights movement, Voting Rights Act
(1965), and recent regulatory changes after Shelby County v Holder
(2013).
I For Latinos, contest primarily over citizenship, especially with Trump
proposal to end birthright citizenship

I Santoro et al. (2012) argue that Mexican Americans are most likely
to protest when they have some but not too many social ties with
whites.
I In part because cross-cutting ties increase ethnic identity and political
interest
I Too much bridging social capital can be a bad thing for minority
participation

Xenophobia effects on participation (Perez, AJPS, 2014)
I Xenophobic rhetoric against Latinos raises the salience of
ethnic identity
I Identity threat leads high-identifying group members to trust
government less and engage in political efforts that assert
their group’s positive value
I Survey experiment: xenophobic treatment includes the bit in
italics
I Before moving on to the next set of questions, I want you to
read a comment made recently by a politician in our nation’s
capital. A prominent member of Congress made the following
statement to reporters the other day: “The issue of illegal
immigration needs to be addressed by this Congress. Illegal
immigrants are taking away American jobs, threatening
American culture, and endangering America’s national security.
We need to secure our borders immediately.”

Perez (AJPS, 2014) continued

Ethnicity and Turnout in the US

I Ethnic minorities (especially Latinos) have a lower turnout
than Whites on average, but there are exceptions.
I African-American turnout was about the same as for whites
when Obama was a candidate

I Verba et al. (1993) argue that the differences in turnout can
be explained by differences in education, class and religious
activity.
I Many of the same factors related to high turnout for whites
(e.g. socioeconomic status, political interest, efficacy, social
connectedness) also apply to ethnic minorities

Source: Pew 2020

Source: US Current Population Survey, 2020

Ethnicity and Political Participation in Britain
Political participation levels of minorities slightly lower than those
of Whites but the turnout gap largely explained by registration
rates (partly due to citizenship and temporary status).

Although turnout overall is lower in constituencies with more ethnic
minorities, ethnic minority turnout is greater in such places (Cutts
et al. 2006).

Ethnicity and Vote Choice: Britain
I Minorities consistently around 80% Labour from 1974 to 2001,
and little fluctuation with the overall popularity of Labour.
I However, the Labour vote among ethnic minority vote
dropped, especially among Pakistanis; probably due to the
Afghanistan and Iraq wars.

More recent surveys less good, but minorities particularly unlikely
to vote UKIP in 2015 and still overwhelmingly Labour.

Key findings from Heath et al. (JEPOP 2011)
I Ethnic differences in turnout are much larger than those of
class, housing tenure or religion.
I Age, educational qualifications, social class and organisational
involvement are not the strong predictors of turnout among
minorities that they are among the majority.
I Membership of the petty bourgeoisie is not associated with
support for the Conservatives among minorities in the same
way that it is among the majority, nor is council housing
generally associated with stronger Labour support among
minorities.
I There was no evidence of a distinctive general Muslim effect
either on turnout or on vote choice.
I But generational differences are important among minorities
for both outcomes, with first generation immigrants being less
likely to vote but more Labour if they do than 2nd or 3rd
generation immigrants.

Ethnic-group contextual effects: Heath et al 2013
The Political Integration of Ethnic Minorities in Britain
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Figure 6.1. Ethno-religious group consensus on Labour policies and Labour partisanship
Sources: BES 2010, EMBES 2010
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Ego- and Socio-tropic perceptions of discrimination:
Sanders et al (PolStud 2013)
I Voting calculus of ethnic minorities similar to that of white
British after controlling for Labour partisanship, thereafter . . .
I Personal experience of discrimination has a negative effect on
Labour voting
I but those who have high levels of British cultural practices
and also perceive other members of their group being
discriminated against are more likely to vote Labour
I Note that at the 2010 election was that Labour had been in
power for 13 years
I Goerres et al (BJPS, 2022) find that the voter calculus of
ethnic minorities in Germany is similar to that for the majority,
with no evidence for specifically ethnic factors at play.

Ethnicity and vote choice: US (Manza and Brooks, 1999)
Before 1930 those Blacks with a vote were almost all Republican
(the party of Lincoln).
Realignment of Blacks to FDR’s Democrats in 1930s with the New
Deal.
Further reinforcement in 1964 with the Civil Rights act and a racist
Republican candidate (Goldwater).
I Since then Black voters have been around 80% Democrat with
a small exception of McGovern.
While race is clearly the major cleavage in the US,
I Blacks are only 13% of the population and have a much lower
turnout than Whites.
I Blacks are concentrated in safe Democratic congressional
districts, especially since the practice of creating
minority-majority districts, thereby limiting their political
influence.
I Hispanic population about two-thirds Democrat, but exit poll
figures disputed

Source: Pew 2020

US 2008 Exit Poll

Source: NY Times

US 2014 Exit Poll

Source: NY Times

US 2016 Exit Poll I

US 2016 Exit Poll II

Source: NY Times

US 2020 Exit Poll

Source: New York Times

Source: New York Times

Source: New York Times

Source: New York Times

Ethnocentrism and Obama support, Kam and Kinder
(2012)
I Obama won in 2008 despite loosing support from White
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ethnocentrism had a strong, independent, and statistically
significant effect on the 2008 vote.8
This strong connection between ethnocentrism and
opposition to Obama, appearing in two independent
tests, also shows up across alternative specifications and
alternative measures. These additional tests, all based on
the 2008 ANES, appear in Table 2. The first column
presents results from a simple replication of the vote
model, but with vote replaced by the thermometer score
rating of Obama. (We carry out these additional tests with
the thermometer rating because it offers a more sensitive
measure than vote.) As the first column shows, ethnocentrism has a large negative effect on Obama’s rating, as
expected.
The second column of Table 2 entertains the possibility that white opposition to Obama in 2008 was rooted,
in part, in principle. White Americans might have said
no to Obama not so much because they experienced
him as different, but because they saw him as advocating a bigger, more intrusive government. Or, they might
have voted against him because they saw him as a radical
egalitarian bent on spreading the wealth. Obama did in
fact advocate an expansion of government programs, and
he did in fact push for progressive tax policies. It would

I Ethnocentrism effect seems to operate through racial
against Obama can be seen more clearly in Figure 2,
where we display the
predicted vote for American)
Obama as a
resentment
(anti-African
and anti-Muslim
function of ethnocentrism, when its effect is estimated
sentiment
separately for Democrats, Independents, and Republi-

Racialised perceptions of candidate ideology: Jacobsmaier
(Pol Behav. 2014)

I Direct racial prejudice by Whites against African American
candidates is outweighed by the indirect effects via perceived
candidate ideology
I Black candidates are seen as more liberal (left-wing) than
White candidates with similar policy positions
I This leads some White voters to be less likely to vote for
Black candidates because of greater perceived policy distance

Representation of Ethnic Minorities
Ethnic minorities tend to be under-represented in legislatures.
Comparative work is difficult due to data availability and
considerations of functional equivalence,
I e.g. Norris (2004) compares the England-Scotland-Wales
ethno-national division in Britain with Jewish-Arab division in
Israel.
Institutional arrangements can make a difference
I Mixed evidence for Lijphart’s claim that PR improves minority
representation.
I Majoritarian systems can help if minorities are clustered.
I Systems of reserved seats (e.g. India) and minority-majority
districts (USA) can be established.

Dancygier 2017: Dilemmas of Inclusion
I Muslims in Europe get included (represented in local
government) when left parties think that doing so would win
them more seats
I Parties think that when the local Muslim population is large
enough, given the electoral system
I When left parties do include Muslims, it burnishes their
ideological ‘inclusion’ credentials but creates tensions
elsewhere:
I Muslims more socially authoritarian, especially on
homosexuality and gender
I The Muslim candidates and councillors are overwhelmingly
male
I End up with the spectacle of sex-segregated Labour party
rallies (Birmingham 2015)

I Note that the argument depends on there being a block
Muslim vote and the strategic logic might not work the same
way at the national level.

Effect of quotas: Hughes (APSR, 2011)

nority Women’s Political Representation
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TABLE 5. Summary of Effects of Quota Policies for Minority and Majority
Women and Men
Quota Type
Party gender quotas
National gender quotas
Minority quotas
Mixed quotas
Tandem quotas

Primary Beneficiaries

Not Beneficial For

Majority women
Women (majority more)
Minorities (men more)
Minority men and majority women
Minority women

Minority men
Minority men
Majority women
Minority women
Majority men and women

I Minority quotas tend to be better for minority men than
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Ethnic minority MPs by
gender and party
Total

28

Lab
Con
Lib Dem

12
6

37

29
female
16
male

2
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Source: Commons Library Briefing Paper (2020)

MPs elected by party between 1987 and 2019.
Ethnic minority MPs elected at general elections since 1987
LAB

CON

LD

SNP

Total

1987

4

0

0

0

4

1992

5

1

0

0

6

1997

9

0

0

0

9

2001

12

0

0

0

12

2005

13

2

0

0

15

2010

16

11

0

0

27

2015

23

17

0

1

41

2017

32

19

1

0

52

2019

41

22

2

0
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-

-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-

-

-
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1%

-

-

2%
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6%

4%

-

-

4%

2015
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-

2%

6%

2017

12%

6%

8%

-

8%

2019

20%
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-

10%

Number

Percentage

Source:
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PaperPaper
(2020)
CBP7529, UK Election
Source: British
Future (2019),
House of
Commons
Library Briefing
Statistics: 1918-2019

Ethnic Minority Candidates and MPs in Britain
I Ethnic minorities constitute 10% of MPs but . . .
I c. 14% of the population
I c. 11% of people eligible to vote (Nicole Martin)
I c. 10% of the electorate (Britain First)

I Increase in EM representation for Tories mainly by placing
more EM candidates in safe seats despite an electoral penalty,
initially as part of a ‘modernisation’ drive in 2010.
I Labour EM candidates tend to do at least as well as white
candidates in diverse areas, and EM Labour MPs tend to be
elected from diverse constituencies.
I Farrer and Zingher (JEPOP, 2018) show that nomination of
ethnic minorities as candidates is more strongly linked to
district ethnic diversity for centre-left than centre-right parties
in UK, US and Australia, because, they argue, centre left
parties reap greater electoral rewards from descriptive
representation of minorities.

Farrer and Zingher (JEPOP, 2018)

Source: Commons Library Briefing Paper (2022)

Voting for Ethnic Minority Candidates in Britain:
Fisher et al. (BJPS 2014)
I Ethnic minority candidates suffered an average electoral
penalty of about 4 per cent of the three-party vote from
whites
I mostly because those with anti-immigrant feelings were less
willing to vote for Muslims.

I No significant effects of candidate ethnicity for non-Muslim
Indian and black voters,
I Pakistani candidates benefited from an 8-point average
electoral bonus from Pakistani voters.
I Bradford West in 1997 saw a swing against the national tide
to a Muslim Tory standing against a Hindu Labour candidate

Ethnicity and Vote Choice in Norway: Bergh and Bjorklund
(PolStud 2011)

As elsewhere in Europe, immigrants in Europe much more likely to
vote for the left. Table also shows that they use the PR open-list
preferential voting system to vote for candidates from their native
country.

Conclusion

Ethnicity is perhaps the most important cleavage in terms of
arbitrary inequality, strength of identity, and political polarization.
Despite their in-group cohesion and distinct political preferences,
their relatively small numbers limit the electoral power of ethnic
minorities in Western Europe.
Political representation of ethnic minorities varies between
countries partly as a result of institutional differences, especially
quotas, and party strategies.

